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Students Breathing

by
John Sheirer
The semester begins-new students, new faces, new personalities. I teach writing to
community college students, mostly adults who have not had good educational experiences but have
returned to school to try to make their lives better. Just like every semester, I've prepared
meticulously, thought and rethought every moment, revised my class plans a hundred times. I've
even tried to plan for spontaneity by anticipating every possible direction the students might take
the class. But, even after all these years of teaching, I still feel a sense of doubt, a nagging fear while
preparing for another room full of strangers.
long bare corridor rain squeak sneakers e c h o i n g
almost time for class
wondering if they'd notice
if I didn't show
No matter how much I try to focus on what I have to offer them-how I can help open their
minds, how I can inspire them to see their own experiences in new ways, how I can show them ways
of viewing the world that they have never considered-sometime life intrudes at a different level.
on the way to class
just now noticing
my full bladder
When I actually see them for the first time, a sea of faces swimming before my blw-red vision,
I worry that they'll either be too frightened of me---or too bored-for my presence to make any
difference in their lives. I might be more scared of them than they are of me.
first class
laughing too hard
at my own jokes
But then I'm drawn back to the physical world, a world where we are all just people who share
a room and a common hope-whatever varied forms that hope may take-to improve our lives. It's
a world of concrete experience where we share many more connections than differences.
chocolate buzz
how fast and how much
I can talk
early class coffee smell
a late student
enters
bringing fresh air
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Something I share with both my students and most of the workforce of the world is getting
up early for work. I consider teaching to be more than just a job that allows me to pay the bills.
Teaching is a way that I can contribute to improving the world by fighting ignorance and
manipulation and tyranny. But often reality rushes rudely in after a Wednesday night class and
before a Thursday morning class.
the alarm clock rings behind my eyeballs at 5 a.m.
very hard to find
for the fifth time this morning
snooze alarm
I also share with my students and many others the modern necessity of driving to and from
work. In fact, I sometimes even encounter my students on the road coming to class. I tend to let
my mind wander a bit when I drive to work, planning the day's classes and meetings, so sometimes
I don't concentrate on the task at hand as much as I should.
october 1, 6 a.m.
halfway to work
before I notice the cold
gas gauge on E
my mind
on other things
The drive home can be a relaxing time to reflect on the day's events and enjoy the positive
feeling of having a job that helps make the world a better place-but it can sometimes be the
continuation of a day when the students wouldn't listen and administrators make our work harder
or bad teachers make life miserable for those of us trying to make a difference.
driving home from work
primal scream
parts the clouds
home at last
I'm a day older
and an inch shorter
Of course, my fears that the students will be intimidated by me disappear when we get down
to particulars of the course. What will they have to do? Why do they have to do it? How will this
class help them? And, of course, how do they get the all-powerful grade?
questions hang
in the air
as florescents hum
expecting awe
instead I hear
how many pages?
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I admire so many of them, even though they think their lives have been wasted just because
they didn't go to college at a young age. They have experienced so much more than I have, lived lives
I can only guess at and hope they will share with me.
first essay
she writes about giving birth
the third of four times
Often it's all I can do to keep up with them as writers. They tend to look at me as some kind
of famous writer just because I teach writing and they've heard that I've had some ofmy writing
published. But I'm just like them-someone trying to use writing to communicate meaningful
information to my readers. We're much more alike in that respect than they could imagine.
snowfall at midnight
the sound of the computer
booting up
sunlight on this paper
better than any words
I could write
the best parts ofmy mind saved on a floppy disk
writing about my soul
I enter
the save command
Some of them come to class straight from long work days or days spent caring for their
children-or sometimes both. Their lives are so full already that it's hard to imagine they have room
for my class. Is it any wonder their attention span might lag?
night class

the first yawn starts an epidemic

in the back row
there .. . then not quite there
a look of comprehension
hot classroom
student wipes his face
with today's assignment
trying too hard
to look interested
she checks her watch again
students thinking
thinking and breathing
sometimes only breathing
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But then occasionally my attention wanders as well. I'm stuck inside just as they are. I often rise
before daybreak to refine my class plan, figure out what I need to talk about, or rediscover a strategy
to get them talking. Sometimes I come straight to class from three hours of committee meetings
or a day on the road attending a conference. Even though I love this job more than any I've ever
done and can hardly imagine doing anything else, there are times when my own attention is the
hardest in the room to capture.
dull class
outside the window
sunshine I will never feel
through the windows
deep blue early autumn sky
ignores my lesson plan
My philosophy is that this writing course should be one of the hardest courses they ever take, and
I tell them so right from the beginning. If! made things too easy for them now, they would be sunk
when they got to other courses that require a great deal of writing. My hope is that when they will
get to another class with extensive writing assignments, they will say, "I know how to do that. And,
besides, it can't be any harder than John's class." But how can I blame them now for wanting to
forget the class and return to their own lives?
the size of his eyes
when I mention
how many pages
second week of class
no one left
in the front row
after break
half of them smell like cigarettes
halflike hot chocolate
Sometimes I'm overwhelmed by how terrific some of the students are. I can almost hear their brains
gearing as they think through a difficult point, argue an issue in small groups, awkwardly chew
their tongues while writing a graceful sentence. Moments like these are best when I give them
activities that take me out of the center of the classroom and help them take charge of their own
education in ways they didn't think were possible. Sometimes I catch myself just watching and
admiring.
closing the classroom door
to keep the learning
from leaking
insight
the ticking wall clock
pinpoints the moment
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Much as I admire them, I sometimes doubt that my efforts are worthwhile. Despite (or maybe
because of) the energy I put into teaching, sometimes I wish I could be a ditch digger or wood cutter
just so I could get some rest from the bone-tiring concentration of teaching.
the days get shorter

my lists get longer

chalkdust
clings
to armpit sweat
chalkdust
deepens
my fingerprints
chalkdust

whitelung

Sometimes I even start dreaming about the students, usually about halfway through the semester.
These are not often pleasant dreams, even though I like and respect the students very much and
generally have a very positive attitude about what I'm doing for them. My dreams seem to have
an agenda of their own.
in my sleep
boring the class again
and again
But, eventually, I do get at least a minimum of rest to renew myself and rededicate my attitude.
tired teacher
my class preparation
is a nap
dog tired
until the last class of the week
ends
The renewal cycle is often short-circuited by what is simultaneously the best and worst part of
teaching writing at a community college: reading student essays. It's an incredible experience to
read student essays . They allow the students to open their lives to me in a way that many of them
have never been able to do for anyone before. They write about their hopes and dreams, their
tragedies and sufferings. My life is enriched as they give me these gifts. Unfortunately, there are
just too many gifts. I usually have anywhere from 50 to 100 writing students with six five-page
essays from each one in a semester. And I spend roughly an hour on each essay to give the students
the best responses to their writing that I can, often typing more than a full page of comments in my
computer for each essay. And I've promised the students that I'll return their essays with my
comments by the following week's class. In short, it's an all-consuming task.
for ten minutes
staring at the work ahead
when did that rain begin?
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reading essays
for dinner
three pretzels
grading papers
this cat climbing on my lap
is no help at all
after another long day
my wife points and says
you look familiar
between essays

I stare at the blank TV

last day of grading
if there was weather this week
I don't remember it
Eventually, after three months of planning, excitement, anxiety, boredom, pride, frustration,
alienation, and obsession, the semester ends, bringing with it the promise of another new group of
students to follow.
last essay read
in my mailbox
next semester's rosters
traffic sounds
carried by the wind
to the empty classroom
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